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Abstract

The overall auditory quality of the speech signal produced by
a text-to-speech (TTS) system depends on different factors
which may be ascribed to different components of the
synthesis system. During the development of the Dresden
Speech Synthesizer DRESS, the authors investigated the
influence of different system components separately. The
results of these investigations are summarized and updated in
this paper.
In a recent application study, the authors were forced to select
and to adapt system components for achieving a total system
footprint less than 1 Megabyte (MB). The resulting scaleable
low-resource system was denoted as microDRESS. The
auditory comparison of microDRESS to the baseline system
DRESS implies that the inventory coding has the most
essential influence on both, system size and auditory quality.
For the applied ADPCM coding scheme, the measured
degradation of approximately one category on the mean
opinion scale (MOS) is caused less by the coding algorithm
itself but mainly by the limitation to telephone bandwidth.
Allowing more system resources, there are interesting options
for the TTS system configuration to achieve best-possible
overall quality which are discussed in the paper.

1. Introduction

Depending on the application scenario, there is a variety of
TTS system approaches to achieve required targets like, e.g.:

• High intelligibility,
• Near-to-natural voice quality,
• Different speakers,
• Multilinguality,
• System size, or
• Calculation complexity.

Since it is almost impossible to discuss all effects of the
system configuration in general, the authors deal with the
multilingual TTS system DRESS [1] and summarize some
results from the 1st generation (diphone synthesizer 1998-
2000, ca. 8 MB) and from the 2nd generation (corpus-based
synthesizer, since 2001, up to 60 MB).
Mobile applications (e.g. PDA) obviously require minimal
system resources – widely keeping the overall quality. The
necessary features to employ TTS for low-resource systems
were discussed in [2]. In 2002, the development of the new
embedded synthesizer microDRESS [3] was finished, enabling

a total footprint less than 1 MB without substantial losses in
the overall auditory quality. With regard to further novel
approaches for scalable, high-quality speech synthesizers
following questions occur:

• Which system components are really essential?
• How do selected components influence the overall

auditory quality?
• Which components need to be generally improved

(without considering low-resource requirements)?

The authors investigated the influence of different system
components (modules) separately. Though the investigations
were carried out during a longer period and using a single
TTS system, the results suggest trends and perspectives for
the further development of scaleable TTS systems in terms of
both, resources and quality. The intention of this paper is
aiming at a fair cost-value ratio of practical applications.
More details about high-level evaluation of different TTS
systems and the perceptual testing strategy were published by
van Santen et al. [4]. Höpfner conducted an auditory
evaluation of German TTS systems [5]. Both studies include
DRESS. The state of the art in text-to-speech evaluation can
be obtained from a study of Alvarez [6].
In this paper the influences of following TTS components
according to the particular section have been investigated:

2. Linguistic preprocessing,
3. Prosodic model,
4. Unit selection and concatenation,
5. Inventory coding.

For every component selected methods and results are
described. The influence of these components on the overall
system in terms of cost-value ratio and resulting auditory
quality is finally discussed in section 6.

2. Linguistic preprocessing

The linguistic preprocessing in a state-of-the-art TTS system
does not contain substantial semantic features. Therefore,
quality improvement and evaluation are usually depending on
correct grapheme-to-phoneme transcription, word class
detection and word accentuation. The results directly affect
the prosodic processing level.
The authors discuss a strictly rule-based strategy of
microDRESS versus the lexicon-oriented symbol processing
of DRESS. A method considering the language model to
generate more spontaneous phoneme sequences is presented.
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2.1. Efficient symbolic processing in microDRESS

2.1.1. Method

Figure 1 shows the symbolic processing of microDRESS [3]
in overview. Wherever possible, rule-based processing instead
of using memory-consuming dictionaries will be preferred.

The input text is split into sections including the detection of
boundaries and sentence type. At the beginning, rules for
numerical formats and text anomalies like abbreviations and
names are tested to generate a phonemic form. To the
remaining text, a tokenizer is applied. Minimized lexicons for
function words and abbreviations are scanned. Afterwards,
the main phonemic rule set and the spelling module
completely convert the input sequence into phonemes.
Finally, the phrase boundary detection yields a finer
subdivision into prosodic phrases.

The rule creating the following example expands a simple
German date. The left term splits the date into components
with reference to the parentheses whereby components are
numbered \1, \2, etc. according to their place of occurrence.

{date1}:
([0-3]?[0-9]).([0-1][0-9]).([12][09][0-9][0-9])
1<= \1 <= 31; 1<= \2 <= 12; 1900<= \3 <= 2199
{ord}(\1) {ord}(\2) {card}(\3)

The second rule part checks the format of components and
ensures, e.g., that a number greater than 31 is not transcribed
as a day. Finally, the components are converted to their
pronunciation form using the third rule part by calling ordinal
and cardinal rules.

All rules of the phonetic rule base are structured in graphemic
prefix, rule body, suffix and phonemic result.

prefix rule_body suffix result [# comment]

The result is the sequence of phoneme symbols the
grapheme sequence rule_body is substituted with, if the
preceding symbol sequence prefix and the subsequent
symbol sequence suffix are matching as well. Empty prefix
or suffix are permitted. The rules are sorted from the most
special to the most general case. Uppercase letters substitute
groups of symbols or sequences in order to save further
memory resources. In German, for instance V replaces a
vowel from the set (a, e, i, o, u, ä, ö, ü). Letter
I represents an ending from the set (etest, eten,
etet, test, tet, est, ete, en, et, e).

2.1.2. Results

The resulting symbolic preprocessing is flexible and
multilingual. Code and data are completely separated which
saves 50 .. 150 kByte object code per language module.
Indeed, for German, the replacement of a 960 kByte word
dictionary by a 62 kByte rule database causes a certain
degradation in the grapheme-phoneme conversion. With
respect to the complete lexicon, a symbol accuracy of 91% is
obtained. Nevertheless, the out-of-lexicon transcriptions
include many confusions like ‘r’ ⇔ ‘6’ which are
perceptually less relevant.
The perceptual test (20 listeners, 10 sentences) of both, the
baseline and the efficient TTS preprocessing, produces almost
identical results if a standard prosodic configuration (linear
models) and the standard voice inventory (linear PCM) are
used. The measured Mean Opinion Scores (MOS) according
to ITU-T P.85 were 2.90 and 2.91, respectively.

2.2. Pronunciation variants for spontaneous speech

2.2.1. Method

To make speech synthesis more natural and colloquial the
authors try to integrate effects in DRESS that are observable
in spontaneous speech. The idea is based on the observation
that words that are very likely to occur in a given context are
often pronounced faster and less accurate than improbable
ones.
In [7] the correlation between word duration and language
model probability was investigated. Bell et al. found that
depending on the word type a particular n-gram type shows a
strong correlation to word duration and reduction effects.
While ordinary (left bound) bigram and trigram probabilities
correlate with the reduction of function words, the reverse
bigram correlates with a pronunciation reduction of content
words.
In a previous paper the authors introduced an approach to
directly control the word duration used for synthesis by
applying a factor that presents the local speaking rate for this
word in the utterance. This factor was estimated using the
language model probability of the word in its context. The
authors did not modify the pronunciation of the words. In
preference listening tests, 58% of the synthesized utterances
were rated “better” in terms of overall quality [8].
Even though these results were encouraging, they also
showed that modifying the speaking rate only by shortening
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Figure 1: Symbolic processing in microDRESS.
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or lengthening word duration is an inadequate approach. In
natural speech a higher speaking rate is rather produced by
using reduced pronunciation forms instead of faster
articulation of canonical ones. Slow speech does not
necessarily mean to lengthen phones, but rather to pronounce
more accurately (or canonically). In contrast to [8] the authors
abandoned the direct modification of the word duration in
favor of realizing the target word duration predicted by the
language model by selecting appropriate (reduced)
pronunciations from a variant lexicon. Thus, the authors still
indirectly control the speaking rate by directly controlling the
grapheme to phoneme conversion using the language model.
As the variant selection process is described in [10], the
authors will give an overview here, only.
For the variant selection algorithm the authors use an
interpolated n-gram language model and a variant lexicon.
The language model order ranges from -3 to 3 (negative
orders denote reverse n-grams). The variant lexicon was
automatically generated with the pronunciation learning
technique described in [9]. The dictionary was manually
optimized by removing obviously wrong pronunciations and
unusual variants. The average number of pronunciation
variants per word is 3.7 in the final lexicon. Each
pronunciation variant is annotated with an estimated duration,
generated by adding the average duration of the respective
phone. The average phone duration is extracted from the
synthesis unit database of DRESS.
The authors calculate an initial relative word duration rLM(w)
using the language model probability for each word in the
utterance. In a subsequent accent control step the authors reset
the relative duration to 1 for all accented words that are
shortened by the language model (rLM(w)<1). This is done in
order to preserve the accent structure of the utterance in the
later processing steps. Finally, the relative duration is
smoothed by using an average filter.
From the smoothed relative word duration the authors derive
an absolute target duration d0(w). The calculation assumes
that relative word duration of 1 corresponds to the canonical
pronunciation of the word. The duration of the canonical form
corresponds to d(Acan,w).

( ) ( )[ ] ( )wcanF Adwrwd ,0 ⋅−= α (1)

In figure 2, the parameter α controls the preference of shorter
or longer pronunciations. The authors set α = 0.3 which
means that the authors slightly prefer short variants and only
choose the canonical one (typically the longest) if the
language model probability of the word is significantly less
than the average.
The actual selection of a pronunciation variant is done by
minimizing the distance between the target duration and the
duration of the variants:

( )
( ) ( )minarg 0

* wdAdA
wA

−=
∈A

(2)

where A* denotes the chosen pronunciation variant and A(w)
represents the set of variants for word w.
It should be emphasized that every duration calculation only
serves for selecting a pronunciation variant. Though the
duration of the synthesized signal is influenced by the variant
selection process, the final speech rate is calculated by the
prosodic module.

2.2.2. Results

The evaluation of the grapheme to phoneme conversion with
variant selection was performed by a perceptive pair
comparison test. For this purpose 25 sentences from the
PHONDAT II database were synthesized using either the
standard converter of DRESS or the selection algorithm for
pronunciation variants. 20 listeners judged each pair of
sentences in three categories: intelligibility, naturalness and
colloquial speech which can be considered as contrary
category to formal speech. The evaluation yielded a slight
improvement of the synthesis quality in the category of
naturalness and a considerable improvement in the category
of colloquial speech. 74% of the samples generated using the
proposed algorithm where rated as more colloquial (only 54%
as more natural) compared to samples generated with the
conventional, canonical form based system. However, most of
the listeners (79%) decided that the synthesis using canonical
pronunciation is more intelligible.

Nevertheless, the results are not surprising, since one can
expect the over-articulated canonical form to be more
intelligible than any reduced form.

0%
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Intelligibility Naturalness Colloquial speech

LM pronuciation

Standard pronunciation

Figure 3: Pair comparison: LM pronunciation model versus
DRESS (strictly canonical) standard algorithm.

Figure 2: Variant selection for the German word “abends”
(“in the evening”) with 6 pronunciations.
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3. Prosodic model

The already mentioned problem in state-of-the-art TTS
systems - the missing semantic information – causes frequent
wrong accentuations on word or sentence level.
Assuming correct symbolic accentuation and stress
information, mainly two approaches for the prosodic
modeling exist:

1. Adequate, prosodic speech units (from corpus) and
2. Contour generation to modify the speech signal.

Considering scalable TTS and low-resource requirements, the
authors deal with the second approach.

3.1. Influence of synthesized prosodic contours

3.1.1. Method

The authors follow the assumption that the prosodic
manipulation performs best if it predicts prosodic parameters
comparable to human-generated prosody.
Hence, the synthesizer DRESS was controlled with prosody
taken from human speech recordings (mapped prosody). The
tested data include 10 single German utterances from the
PHONDAT II database - spoken by a professional female
speaker.
The measurement of segmental duration values is basing on
manually corrected speech labels. Fundamental frequency (f0)
values are extracted using an autocorrelation-based pitch
tracking algorithm from Talkin [11]. The results are corrected
for gross errors, smoothed and interpolated at unvoiced
segments with the algorithms described in [12]. To investigate
the influence of different prosodic configurations, mapped
prosody and TTS generated prosody are mixed (figure 4).
Human speech recordings served as a reference. Following
configurations of stimuli were tested (See also table 1):

a) Synthetic speech. Standard (linear) duration and f0
models of the TTS system.

b) Synthetic speech. Duration contour extracted from
human speech. F0 generated by the TTS system.

c) Synthetic speech. Duration contour TTS generated. F0
extracted from human speech.

d) Synthetic speech. Both, duration and f0 contours
extracted from human speech.

e) Natural speech recording.

Table 1: Test stimuli.

Set Duration F0

a TTS system TTS system

b mapped TTS system

c TTS system Mapped

d mapped Mapped

e Human speech recording

The stimuli were evaluated in an absolute category rating
(ACR) test. The ITU-T conform MOS scale from (1-5) is
extended to a larger scale (1-10) to achieve a finer adjustment
of quality differences in the stimuli. Ten listeners – familiar
with synthetic speech - rate the overall quality of each
stimulus on a category between 1 (“bad”) to 10 (“best”). The
stimuli are played in random order.

f0

dur

Figure 4: Mixed prosody stimulation using TTS system
and parameters extracted from human speech recording.

3.1.2. Results

Figure 5 display the results of the listening test. In all cases,
the TTS system produces satisfying speech quality compared
to natural speech. Replacing the TTS generated contours with
mapped ones from human speaker improves the quality by
9%. Advanced prosodic models will probably close this gap.

In general, prosody modification has a significant impact on
the quality of synthesised speech. Nevertheless, the gap
between set d and e indicates that the room for improvement
with regard to an advanced parameter prediction is limited.
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Figure 5: Results of ACR listening test.
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3.2. Flexible model configuration to generate f0, duration
and intensity contours

In the DRESS study [1], three different methods for
generating the f0 contour for German have been compared:
the rule-based, linear standard method, a rule-based method
using Mixdorff’s adaptation [13] of the Fujisaki model and a
neural network (NN) method to directly predict f0 values.
Considering an ITU-T conform MOS, the rule-based Fujisaki
method (MOS = 2.65) outperformed the data-driven NN
method (MOS = 2.23). Indeed, the rule-based model tends to
monotone sequences and is less flexible with respect to the
adaptation to other languages, speakers or speaking styles.

3.2.1. Method

The authors try to combine both models to achieve a better
performance. The combined model [14] is learning five
parameters of the quantitative Fujisaki model using a neural
network (MOS = 2.88). Extending the model by duration and
intensity prediction, Mixdorff and Jokisch investigate in total
eight prosodic parameters and evaluate an Integrated Model
of German Prosody (IGM) [15].

3.2.2. Results

For the evaluation a German corpus of 48 minutes recorded
news stories (male speaker), compiled by the Institute of
Natural Language Processing, Stuttgart University was
trained and tested – consisting of a total of 13151 syllables.

Basing on PSOLA re-synthesis, stimuli with original
(mapped), stepwise artificially degraded and IGM-generated
prosody was presented. 21 listeners judged a total of 12
sentences.

If the trained speaker (“D set”) is selected, the IGM scores to
a MOS = 3.40 for predicting both, f0 and duration. Predicting
only f0, the MOS increases to 4.11 and for predicting only
syllable duration the maximal MOS = 4.44 is achieved. The
human reference signal is judged with a MOS = 4.77 (See
also table 2).

For another language, a similar NN topology, e.g. the
Integrated Model of Chinese (ICM), generates comparable
results [16][17].

Table 2: Perceptual evaluation of the Integrated Model.

Speaker Natural
speech

Duration
predicted

F0
predicted

IGM
(dur+f0)

trained 4.77 4.44 4.11 3.40
external 4.55 3.81 3.06 2.57

Testing re-synthesis stimuli of an untrained (external) speaker
(“J set”) decreases the model performance. Without
discussing details here, the speaker-dependency is certainly a
strong indication for the importance of trainable, prosodic
models. The influence of the intensity control is not discussed
in this paper.
Considering low system resources and elaborate databases the
combined data-driven and rule-based IGM is currently not
used in the microDRESS system, assuming the fact, that the
quality bottleneck is given by missing or incorrect linguistic
information. Nevertheless, an optimization and downscaling
of IGM is possible.

4. Unit selection and concatenation

An unit concatenating synthesizer like DRESS with a
sufficiently large database is able to generate a good speech
quality and it outperforms parametric synthesizers. Indeed,
the memory requirements for the database are already critical
for low-resource TTS systems.
Recent corpus systems concatenating larger chunks of speech,
like words, and using alternative prosodic or phonetic speech
units, achieve a considerably high speech quality, as they
largely preserve the original signal. Admittedly, a corpus-
based technique requires the highest memory resource.
The authors discuss the cost-value ratio of different synthesis
inventories basing on diphones, syllables or mixed (multi-
phone) sets with regard to the resulting speech quality.

4.1 Method

The used acoustic synthesizer concatenates waveform units of
pre-recorded speech. Both, size and placement of the
concatenation points effect the resulting speech quality. To
store word-sized units for unlimited domain in the database
would exceed low-resource restrictions, definitely.
The authors investigate smaller unit types and consider a
phoneme as smallest speech segment to distinguish between
meanings. The next longer unit type is the syllable which is
assumed to be the smallest unit of articulation.
In the perceptual experiment the authors compare speech
stimuli synthesized either using diphones or using syllables.
Further examination regards the concatenation points: Both
positions, the phoneme centers or beginning/ end of the first/
last phoneme are possible candidates. Following inventory
sets are evaluated:

a) Pure diphone inventory
b) Mixed inventory of diphones and syllables

(concatenation at phoneme centers)
c) Pure syllable inventory (concatenation at beginning

of the first and at the end of the last phoneme)

Ten single utterances for each configuration are synthesized
and evaluated in a listening test. Ten native speakers –
partially familiar with synthetic speech - judge the MOS
according to ITU-T recommendation.

Figure 6: NN topology of the Integrated Model (IGM)
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4.2 Results

The test results are summarized in figure 7. Both, speech
synthesized with pure diphone inventory (MOS = 3.11) and
with mixed, diphone and syllable inventory (MOS = 3.01) are
rated similarly. Speech synthesized with the pure syllable
inventory and concatenation at the phoneme borders is
evaluated considerably poorer (MOS = 2.62). The lower
performance is mainly caused by the missing co-articulation
at the concatenation points. The slight preference of the pure
diphone inventory over the mixed inventory is unexpected
and puts former, different results, e.g. of Portele [18], into
another perspective.

A possible reason might be the better design of the diphone
inventory in terms of more optimization and replacements for
inaccurately articulated units. However, the conclusion from
this experiment emphasized the consideration of co-
articulation phenomena rather than the enlargement of the unit
size, at least for the investigated inventory dimensions. Future
tests will include a database containing multiple alternatives
per unit.

5. Inventory coding

5.1 Method

Using basically ITU-standardized speech coding algorithms
the coding of a synthesis inventory follows specific boundary
conditions:

• Compared with usual continuous speech transmission,
speech units represent short time intervals. Adaptive
algorithms with longer adaptation intervals are not
appropriate. Even in case of ‘textual’ or symbolic
inventories, the units are ‘out of context’, i.e. continuity
of adaptive parameters is not guaranteed.

• The ability of concatenating speech units should not be
impaired using the data reduction algorithm – e.g. by
spectral shifts at unit boundaries.

• The prosodic modification of fundamental frequency f0
and duration has to be guaranteed in appropriate limits.

• There should be no heavy loss of audible quality - e.g. by
conservation of quality nuances of multiple units.

• The target compression factor is in the area of 10 to 50.

Many low-resource speech applications use encoders or
decoders (e.g. telephony). The implemented codecs should be

reused. Thus, the authors evaluated the effect of the inventory
coding using appropriate approaches like perceptual coding
(e.g. MPEG) or adaptive-differential coding (ADPCM).
Achieving a compression factor of 15 by using a MPEG-
based algorithm, the loss in MOS of about 0.3 seems to be
acceptable.

For microDRESS, the reduction of the inventory size is one of
the essential steps in reducing the footprint. As a first step, the
bandwidth of the signals is reduced to telephone bandwidth.
With regard to the halved sampling rate the size reduction
amounts to 50 %. For further reduction, the authors evaluated
the different coding methods with 15 listeners [19]. The
results are summarized in table 3. The intelligibility was
measured by means of 20 logatoms. The MOS are resulting
from listening 15 single words and 10 sentences.

Table 3: Comparison and evaluation of different coding
compression algorithms to reduce the inventory size.

Method Com-
pression

Intelligi-
bility (%)

Clearness
(MOS)

Comfort
(MOS)

Free of
defects
(MOS)

linear PCM 1.0:1 85.8 3.83 3.51 4.00

GSM 3.2:1 84.2 3.63 3.43 3.86

ADPCM
3 bit

2.4:1 84.2 3.70 3.45 3.94

ADPCM
4 bit

2.1:1 86.0 3.88 3.57 4.03

MPEG
2/2/8*

1.8:1 86.0 3.80 3.43 4.01

MPEG
2/2/1*

14.8:1 82.8 3.53 3.19 3.72

MPEG
2/1/2*

7.0:1 85.0 3.72 3.37 3.96

MPEG
1/2/4*

3.8:1 84.6 3.68 3.45 3.99

MPEG
1/1/4*

3.8:1 85.8 3.87 3.53 3.98

* Layer / psychoacoustic model / bits per sample

For the required data reduction in microDRESS, the authors
used an ADPCM technique because of the lower calculation
complexity.

5.2 Results

For the German database, the authors performed a listening
test with 10 sentences and 20 listeners. A summary of results
is presented in figure 8.
Two systems: a and b from the recent evaluation of six
commercial, full-resource English TTS systems [6] are
additionally presented. Systems a and b mark lower and upper
quality level of the current user expectation and are
considered as tolerance scheme for possible quality losses in
current low-resource systems. Nevertheless, the perceptual
results of both studies can not be compared.

The detailed results of the low-resource TTS system may be
summarized as follows (see figure 8):
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• With uncompressed inventory, the quality of
microDRESS (mdress) is not degraded compared to the
baseline system DRESS (dress). In some cases, the
rating was even better.

• Id est especially that the runtime optimization of the
prosodic modification described in [3] does not influence
the quality although one smoothing step is omitted
compared to the baseline system.

• An inventory coding similar to ADPCM (mdress*)
causes an acceptable audible quality loss.

• The additional limitation to telephone bandwidth results
in a clear quality loss of almost 1 MOS degree
(mdress**).

• Indeed, experience shows that telephone bandwidth is
widely accepted by users if presented via telephone set.

Independently from low-resource considerations, the
remaining gap between natural reference voice (MOS = 4.74)
and synthesis output (mdress: MOS = 2.91) emphasizes
significant research potential.

6. Discussion

In the sections 2-5, the TTS components: linguistic
preprocessing, prosodic model, unit inventory and inventory
coding are investigated separately.
Since experiments and testing conditions can not be directly
compared, the authors simplify the summarization as follows
(figure 9):

• The average MOS = 4.75 of the natural voice reference
is considered as an “overall impression” of 100%.

• A state-of-the-art TTS system (using “unlimited” corpus
resources) achieves a MOS ≈ 3.8 according to [6]. This
score of 80% is considered as being constant for all
components and marked as an solid reference line.

• Both, maximum and minimum of each conducted
evaluation (in percent) are displayed and connected by
solid line.

• The predicted maximums and minimums in memory
consumption (in MB) for the respective components are
displayed and connected by dashed line. The total
memory consumption of microDRESS [3] is given as
dashed reference line.

Considering the cost-value ratio of single TTS components in
terms of memory use versus auditory quality, figure 9
emphasizes that the memory resources for both, linguistic and
prosodic processing are less critical.
The linguistic performance is restricted rather by missing
semantic input information than by low-memory resources
and can not be trivially improved. Elements from spontaneous
speech like pronunciations variants [10] are an interesting
option for scalable, low-resource TTS. Nevertheless, they
may not further reduce the intelligibility which is already
disturbed, e.g. by coded speech in low-resource applications.
The integration of data-driven prosody models like IGM [15]
makes sense depending on the available processor power.
With respect to multilingual reusability of data-driven models
[16] the overall memory use, e.g. for a three-language system,
can be quite efficient. In opposite to the general opinion, the
isolated prosody control itself produces acceptable results
assuming non-corpus-based synthesis.
The unit inventory, including bandwidth and coding scheme,
seems to be the cost-value bottleneck in scalable speech
synthesis. According to figure 9, overall impression strongly
decreases by applying the necessary adaptive-differential
compression to the inventory. Alternative coding methods
require too much runtime resources or can not process the
typically short units of speech synthesis.

The discussed results can be probably generalized for other
concatenative speech synthesizers with a footprint ≤ 10 MB.

7. Conclusions

The authors investigated the influence of different TTS
components on the overall auditory quality of a TTS system.
The integration of low-resource methods in scalable speech
synthesis does not necessarily reduce the auditory quality.
The comparison to the baseline system shows that the
inventory coding has the most essential influence on both,
system size and auditory quality. For the applied coding
scheme, the measured degradation of approximately one MOS
category is caused by the coding algorithm itself and by the
limitation to telephone bandwidth. Accordingly, from the
current point of view, a corpus-based synthesis approach can
not fit the requirements in a low-resource TTS application.

Further studies should address the stronger integration of
speech coding and synthesis methods.
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